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Introduction
Over the years, Inalytics has developed a clear sense of what 
characterises investment skill and a set of metrics to capture it. 
This paper analyses a cross section of the Managers used by UK 
Local Authorities.
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An overview of the disposition effect
Traditionally, investment manager due diligence involves focusing  
on track records and carrying out qualitative research on the 3 P’s: 
People, Process and Philosophy.

This paper reviews these approaches and introduces a way to  
go beyond these track records and 3 P’s, to establish whether  
success was due to luck or skill.

Track records fail to tell the difference between luck and skill 

Let’s start with the industry’s focus on track records. Experience 
and research on the topic show that it is a poor guide to the future 
as it fails to address the fundamental question of whether track 
records are attributable to luck or skill. For example, our research into 
Australian Equity Managers (see Research Paper 04: Separating Luck 
from Skill) revealed that Fund Managers had outperformed for several 
years through luck alone.

Qualitative analysis lacks the evidence to support opinions 

Then there is the qualitative approach which looks at people, 
philosophy, and process. These are important to know. However the 
practice lacks evidence to verify that Managers do what they say and 
how these 3 P’s feed into returns.

This leaves open the question as to how effectively the industry 
identifies investment skill.

Evidence based approach: Characteristics of skill 

Inalytics has analysed 760 equity portfolios from around the world and 
observes that skillful Managers have the following characteristics. They:

1. Get more decisions right than wrong

2. Run their winners

3. Cut their losers

These are simple intuitive characteristics of skill that can be identified 
and measured.

The first of these characteristics is captured in the Hit Rate, which  
is simply the percentage of decisions that the Managers get right.

The second and third characteristics are expressed in the Win Loss 
Ratio, which compares the profit from the average good decision to 
the loss from the average poor decision. If a Manager is able to find 
and run winners then this improves the average contribution from 
good decisions, and if they are able to cut losers this then reduces  
the losses from poor decisions. 
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The results of the analysis
The following results are based on contributions from 23 UK Local 
Authorities and 82 individual portfolios:

Table 1 below shows the distribution of Hit Rates for the 82 Managers 
in terms of quartile rankings:

It can be seen from the above that the median Manager gets less than 
half of their decisions right, and that an upper quartile Manager in this 
database is only just able to get more than half their decisions right.

Inalytics’ Local Authority monitoring clients, on average, have upper 
quartile Hit Rates 

The average Hit Rate for UK Local Authorities using the Inalytics 
monitoring service is 50.5%, which is well into the upper quartile for 
the Local Authority database as a whole.

Table 2 shows the distribution of Win Loss Ratios for the 84 Managers:

This is a very typical result in that a value for the Win Loss above 
100 indicates that the main source of skill for most Managers tends 
to be in their ability to have their winners offset the losses. This is 
particularly true for the upper quartile Managers.

The average Win Loss Ratio for UK Local Authorities using the 
Inalytics monitoring service is in line with the median for these Local 
Authorities.

Quartile Ranking Local Authority Managers (%)

Maximum 58

75th Percentile 50

Median 49

25th Percentile 48

Minimum 44

Quartile Ranking Local Authority Managers (%)

Maximum 146

75th Percentile 113

Median 104

25th Percentile 98

Minimum 83
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Conclusion
Simple common sense measures of skill 

This paper introduces the idea that investment skill comes down to 
simple common sense criteria, in that the best get more right than 
wrong, are able to run their winners and cut their losers.

This research shows that the average Manager in this database does 
not get more than half their decisions right. Also that the upper 
quartile Manager’s good decisions more than off-set the poorer ones.

These observations are typical across our database of Managers.
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